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A Special Report From The Phoenix Quest
? Destiny’s Dates ?
By what ever name you call it (The
Changes In The Earth, The Time of
Tribulation, The Great Purification, a
Pole Shift, an Avalanche of the Crust,
or The End Times) the Prophecies of
the Ages and the predictions of the
most remarkable psychics, converge
on:

October, November, & December

The

1.

Edgar Cayce, Cosa Nostra Damus, Mother
Shipton, Nostradamus, Y’shua (Jesus), & others
predict the Earth’s rendezvous with another major shift in the poles
when the Earth’s crust suddenly avalanches in a great circular
motion which flings the polar zones towards the Equator and causes
widespread earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and huge 300 foot tidal
surges which flood inland in many places for up to hundreds of miles.

If there is a Final Millennial Prophecy,
it will be found within these pages.

2001
Vortex Tectonics
A New Science of the Earth has
recently emerged to explain how the
wobbling motion of the Earth’s rotation
drives plate tectonics to create
volcanoes, earthquakes, El Nino,
Global Warming, and the shifting of
the poles.

The Pole Shift
When & How
World Outline
Doomed Areas
Safe Lands
Friends & Havens

Millennial Prophecies

2.

The

Trends in the Earth

which prove that Edgar Cayce’s Earth Changes predictions are right
on track and that his psychic predictions about the shifting of the
poles in 2001 have odds of 84% to 92% of coming in on time. An
anomalous fourfold increase in Earthquake and volcanic activity
since 1958, as predicted by this great Seer, confirms that a sudden
shift in the location of the poles is about to commence.

3.

The

Avalanche o f t h e Crust

How Chandler’s Wobble will catapult the crust of the Earth into an
avalanche up Longitude East 40 and down Longitude West 140 to
shift the location of the North Pole into North Russia. How it will
begin, how long it will last, what the ride will be like, what areas are
doomed, what areas are safe, Map Guides to the Earth Changes,
how to prepare to survive the aftermath.

CHECK FOR PREDICTIONS ABOUT DANGERS IN
YOUR AREA

To obtain your copy of this urgent report as well as learn how to connect with guidance on the Internet and in your local
area, send a check, money order, or credit card authorization for $12.00 to MetaSyn Media – HCO1 Box 890A, Black Canyon
City, Arizona 85324 - Or call 800-583-8642, or 623-374-9585; Email ecbulletin@earthlink.net
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Major Features
Final Visions and Augeries of the
“Change In The Earth”
As reported in The Internet Earth Change Bulletins
and the Phoenix Quest Email Letters, this Bulletin
provides Advance Warnings about the Avalanche of the
Crust from the Psychic and Spiritual Realms. A
powerful millennial warning can be obtained through
the Synchronicity of Prophecies from Ancient Prophets
and Sources, Edgar Cayce, Nostradamus, and Modern
Seers. Major prophecies include:

•
•
•
•

Nostradamus’ “Pole Shift” Prophecy”
The “Cosa Nostra” Damus Prophecy
“Cosa Nostra” Mother Shipton
Final Omen Warnings

Edgar Cayce’s Millennial Prophecy
As Condensed From The Readings Of Edgar
Cayce and as Published in the Three Volume
Anthology of the “Return of the Phoenix”

A final compilation of Cayce’s millennial
prophecies about the opening of an ancient time
vault in Egypt and a shift in the location of the
poles which will create many catastrophic changes
in the Earth during 2001 and in the following
years. Cayce’s predictions and stories are fully
presented, for the first time ever. If there is a
millennial prophecy, this is it.

The Ancient Prophecies
How do the millennial predictions of Edgar
Cayce, Nostradamus, and others relate to the
millennial “end times” prophecies of the ancient
religions? Are there major parallels between
Cayce’s stories and the ancient memories of
humanity as found in the old records, legends, and
prophecies of various religions and cultures?

A Letter From The Publisher
This Special Report provides a major update for
the work began some seven years ago when I undertook
the Quest to learn about Edgar Cayce’s predictions and
his strange prophecy about a shifting of the crust of the
Earth.
During the early part of 2000, I completed the three
volume set of the Return of the Phoenix and turned my
attention to the next phase of my Quest, which quickly
became focused on learning how to monitor the activity
of the Sun, Moon, and Earth for signs of an impending
shift in the location of the Earth’s poles.
This monitoring is accomplished through the Earth
Systems Monitor on the web and is reported through
the Earth Changes Bulletin (internet email news). We
link together a great many sources of near real-time
information about the dynamic motions and phenomena
in the Earth. The latest findings from these efforts is
provided in this first printed “Earth Changes 2001”.
In addition to the geophysical monitoring we
undertook as part our Phoenix Quest, we began to seek
additional counsel and advance warning through
psychic agencies from the spiritual realm. We set up a
special psychic monitor website to draw together as
much consensus as possible from the multitude of
impressions, visions, dreams, and precognitive
experiences which large numbers of people are having
about the impending “Avalanche Of The Crust” (which
some people call a “pole shift”).
This part of our Quest drew some new information
about the potential timing of the Avalanche. A majority
of those who are psychically attuned seem to expect
some major destructive tectonic events related to
earthquakes and volcanism in North America during the
Summer of 2001 which will be followed later in the
year, sometime between October and December, with
the beginning of the shifting of the poles.
This consensus appears to bring both ancient and
modern prophecy sources into synchronicity to such an
extent that we can outline a prophecy for the year 2001.
It has high credibility by virtue of the broad agreement
between various highly reputed clairvoyant sources.
Accordingly, the primary focus of this first Bulletin is
to share this prophetic information as widely as possible
with all peoples and religious traditions.
We will have one final addition to make to our
treatment of the prophecies of the Fourth World. When
we can clearly confirm the most likely line of fall for
the crustal avalanche (pole shift), we will print a final
version of the “Avalanche Scenario” in Bulletin No. 2.

Best wishes, Michael Wells Mandeville
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The
1. The Phoenix Quest
by Michael Wells Mandeville
I began the journey which I chronicled
as the Phoenix Quest in the Trilogy of the
Return of the Phoenix in 1994 after viewing
a video tape about the “Mystery of the
Sphinx” by JA West. Seeing that the Sphinx
could be as old as Edgar Cayce during the
1930’s had said it was, some 12,500 years
old, I could not help but take a strong
interest in what else West had discovered.
West quickly rewarded his video
audience with seismology data which
demonstrated what looked suspiciously like
underground passageways near the Sphinx
in the location where Cayce had predicted an
entrance to a “Hall of Records” of the fabled
Atlantis.
And so my Quest began. I
endeavored to find what more I could about
the credibility of Edgar Cayce. I especially
wanted to know how seriously we should
take his horrible predictions about earth
changes and a shifting of the poles.
Never have I regretted the decision to
undertake to evaluate Cayce, even though it
was to fundamentally change my life. Not
in anything which I have learned since have
I come to downgrade the quality and
relevance of Edgar Cayce’s amazing work
nor what West revealed in 1992.
I was often astounded about the extent
to which I found Cayce highly credible.
Many of his statements about the ancient
past seem so outlandish. Yet, like his often
strange health potions, Cayce’s statements
about the past and the cosmos are almost
always found to be proven or corroborated
in some way by research which has been
done during the past 50 years, long after his
death in 1945.
Though he was often difficult to
understand and was widely misquoted, I
found, if I diligently sought to test his actual
statements from the transcripts in the
archives with the objective historical
realities, that I could establish the proper
interpretation of this passages and determine
his exact accuracy. It wasn’t long before I
began to develop an exact score of the
confidence we can place in his amazing
descriptions about the ancient past and his
sometimes terrifying, sometimes hopeful

Phoenix Quest
How To Connect With
The Phoenix Quest
Websites
Return of the Phoenix
The Trilogy
Some Chapters from all three books are on
the Internet, especially those with heavy
scientific content which prove Cayce’s
clairvoyance

Radio Show
Hear MW Mandeville for an hour
every Wednesday Night
beginning 7:00 or 7:30 PM
(MST - Arizona) on

Mysteries of the Mind
with Alex Merklinger
Millennium Radio Network

If you cannot find it on the radio dial for your
area, you can listen to it on the internet at
http://www.mysteriesofthemind.com

MichaelMandeville.com/phoenix/phoenix.htm

Phoenix Quest

Sharing, Discussions, Q&A
MichaelMandeville.com/quest/

Earth Changes Bulletin
MichaelMandeville.com/quest/

Cosmic Catalog
MichaelMandeville.com/catalog/cosmic

Earth Systems Monitor
MichaelMandeville.com/earthmonitor

Elk Mountain Spiritual Center
MichaelMandeville.com/elkmountain

predictions about the catastrophic “Change
In The Earth” which begins in 2001.
My Phoenix Quest slowly emerged
during 1994 and by 1995 I had already built
a website about Cayce’s material. As I set
forth on my Quest I was soon exploring a
full range of geological and historical data
in a ever widening quest to understand
obscure phenomenon like pole shifts while
browsing the ancient legends of Egypt.
By and by the Quest led me to ancient
Egypt where I eventually had to go in person
to see for myself if Cayce’s grand statements
about the Pyramids and the Hall of Records
had any real physical credibility. It did not
take me long to see and comprehend that
these ancient monuments were as important
as Cayce and many others have claimed for
hundreds of years.
Eventually I picked up the themes and
trails of Thoth/Hermes and many other
legends and myths of the ancients which
whispered obscurely, like Edgar Cayce, of
vast long ages and of ancient homelands
which had been destroyed “overnight” in
planetary

If you have questions, you can try
sending them to Alex Merklinger (email
amerklinger@usa.net ) and he will pick a
sample to ask or you can send your
questions to: mwman@earthlink.net

Internet New Bulletins
For news commentaries and alerts from a
highly select group of editors, go to
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/earthchangebulletins or directly subscribe by sending a
blank email message to:
earthchange-bulletinssubscribe@yahoogroups.com
For discussions between people with a
strong spiritual orientation, you may
subscribe by sending a blank email message
to:
phoenix-quest-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

Email Addresses:
mwman@earthlink.net
ecbulletin@earthlink.net

catastrophes. From these hoary old stories
full of dim memories, I obtained many keys
to the past, present, and the future.
I spent five years grinding pennilessly
on the proposition that the results may help
save millions of people. If Cayce was right,
and could be shown to be highly credible, it
would be very clear that a profound change
in the surface of the Earth would begin to
wreak havoc sometime in 2000 or 2001.
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My interests turned into obsession and then
transmuted again into total absorption. The
intensity of this period of my life became the
most intense, the most focused, the most
completely given to a task. Progressively one
illusion after another was sandblasted out of my
brain by a ceaseless, withering barrage of data
while my personal life was completely sacrificed.
The faster the 20th century dissolved away,
along with all of the self-centered pretensions of
materialism, the faster I made rapid intellectual
progress in finding new patterns and new layers
which connected vast ages and many dimensions
of the dynamics of the Earth and human history.
Some of the results of my research became
the trilogy of the “Return of the Phoenix”. The
distilled essence of the new “World Epic” which
emerged in its pages is provided in the “Phoenix
Paradigm” (see the following article).

Cayce’s Scoreboard
Confidence Ratings For Cayce’s Statements
(from Table 100 in “Return of the Phoenix Book One: The Veil”)
For Pending Predictions

Probability Factor

Overall confidence

92%

For Political Predictions

92%

For The Pole Shift Prediction

approximately 90%

For any given Earth Change
prediction connected with the
pole shift

approximately 85%

For the Hall of Records
Prophecy

probably better than
90%

Qualifications

comparative base is small, one
unfilled prediction could
substantially change the
confidence score for the
remaining predictions;

Verifying Cayce’s Accuracy
The first task of the Quest was to establish
Cayce’s credibility by establishing a systematic
anthology of his verified objective predictions or
clairvoyant statements about the world which
could be researched and proven or disproved with
hard physical facts. There was so much content
and variety of topics that the anthology had to
became three books.
Through all three books of the Trilogy I
relentlessly tracked down and scored Cayce’s
objective historical predictions about the future
(anything which would leave an historical record)
and his clairvoyant statements about the past
which could not be guessed from existing
knowledge.
After several years of sleuthing, I was able
to report in “Book Two: The Veil”:

For the Millennial Prophecy

no valid ground of comparison,
probable within the overall
confidence estimate

probably better
than 90%

no valid ground of comparison,
probable within the overall
confidence estimate

Accuracy of Edgar Cayce’s
Long-Term Precognition and Clairvoyance
(from Table 200 in “Book Two: The Great Break-Up”)

“What is the hard nosed bottom
line for Cayce’s precognitive ability?
In one word, phenomenal! For longterm “word-class” historical events of
all kinds, Cayce’s accuracy ranged
between 84% and 96%, and currently
averages out at 92%. It is highly
doubtful that any psychic, past or
present in the 20th century has ever
come remotely close to matching
Cayce’s accuracy. Interestingly enough,
the score is in the same ball park as the
85% score Hugh Lynn Cayce
established many years ago for Cayce’s
health readings.”
The accuracy of Cayce’s predictions varied
according to the topic, subject, and the length of
time involved. Table 200 shows his accuracy
rate with four different types of historical events.
His greatest accuracy was in calling the trends of

Based on verification of 253 (N) objective historical predictions and descriptions;
N = net predictions F=failed P= fulfilled PEN=pending
Compiled & copyright 1999 by MW Mandeville; For the key to the columns and notations
in this Table look for “Notations” in the Appendix of Book Two.

CH.

TYPE OF PREDICTION

TOT R

U

A

N

F

P PEN SCORE

Long Term Clairvoyance:

22

Long General Stock Market

48

6

4

9

29

1

28

0

96.55%

23

Total Economic

90

12

3

12

63

4

58

1

93.55%

M

Total World Political

199 21

7

90

81

6

72

3

92.31%

M

Total Earth Changes

167 33

32

35

67

6

32

29

84.21%

42

Total Millennium

53

0

30

13

0

1

12 100.00%

CAYCE’S HARD SCORE

557 82

10

46 176 253 17 191 45
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91.83%

the volatile stock market of the 1920’s and
1930’s, with which he was 96% correct for
29 predictions.. His accuracy was nearly as
good in predicting 126 economic and
political events. His lowest accuracy was in
describing Earth Change events, where his
accuracy rate was only 84%.
These scores are possible only because
all of Cayce’s psychic statements were
rigorously documented, indexed and
preserved. The scores were reached after
four years of research by examining,
analyzing, and researching every specific
statement Cayce made in his 15,000
readings about material historical events or
general objective phenomenon which did
not depend upon the testimony of
individuals. Only those statements which
were materially specific enough to
objectively match with actual events as
recorded in historical records and scientific
knowledge were verified and used to
calculate Cayce’s accuracy.

Finding The Retrospective
As I studied the vast forces and
dimensions at work around us to determine
the validity of Cayce’s comments, many
new vistas of understanding opened up for
me. One of them was a retrospective of the
20th century which formed up to become
“Book Two: The Great Break-up”. This
retrospective view resolved a lot of political
and personal issues for me about the 20th
century world. It also gave me the eerie
feeling, when I was finished calculating
Cayce’s objective score for predictions
about the 20th century, that Cayce’s story
about the economic and political “BreakUp” of the 20th century was also an allegory
of the Great Breakup of human civilization
which will attend the flight of the Phoenix..

Tracking The Phoenix
The retrospective of the 20th century
was as nothing compared to the new
avenues of understanding which opened up
about the “World Epic” of the human past.
Early on in the Quest I became aware of the
central significance of the allegory of the
Phoenix in the World Epic. Through the
parallels and the correlations which I could
find everywhere between the geological
record in the rocks and the ancient memories
of humanity, it became progressively
obvious to me that in the beginning of our
age, long before the written histories of
Egypt, Greece, and Sumeria began, a story
was created about the catastrophic
destruction of civilization by a massive

flood which was attended by volcanoes and
earthquakes.
The ancient Egyptians claimed his had
occurred many times and called this the
Flight of the Phoenix. Cayce agreed and
called this a shifting of the poles. He
described four major shifts during the last
120,000 years, including the last one which
occurred at 10,500 BC. Cayce strongly
implied that this avalanche of the crust gave
rise to the ancient Egyptian stories of the
Zep Tepi which told of when the ancient
gods fled their sunken homeland to rebuild
in Egypt.
As I sought proof of Cayce’s story, I
found that a similar story or message about a
great catastrophe can be found on every
continent in every language. It is as if the
survivors of the last flight of the Phoenix in
many lands made the determination to make
sure their progeny knew about their
catastrophic origins and to warn the
succeeding generations that the same thing
would happen again. Because of the use of
certain common symbols and ideas in these
ancient stories, it is as if the ancients
compared notes and each culture or tribe
told a story which was compatible with the
others.
Who created the message? How was
the message transmitted through the ages?
Why did the message fail? Or did it? Has
the message been received, after all these
years, by those for whom it is intended?
With these questions ever present in my
mind during most of the Quest,
circumstances conspired to sustain and
advance my efforts in finding answers. The
questions took me far beyond Edgar Cayce
and I was able to gather and bind into the
Trilogy a great many connections to the
legend of the Earth-Phoenix.
These connections demonstrate that the
Phoenix allegory is the master key for
decoding the concepts of many ancient
myths and legends from many different
peoples far beyond the shores of the Nile.
This master key unlocks mysteries such
as the origin and meaning of the “genesis”
mythology which appears throughout the
world in many forms. More significantly, it
unlocks the end-of-the-age “millennial
prophecy” which is echoed among the
traditions of many peoples. In a manner of
speaking, the “Genesis” story is the “End
Time” story and both are just two different
sides of the same “Phoenix” coin.
The Egyptian part of this story became
so large that most of it is currently parked in
an unfinished manuscript called “The Hall
of Records” This might eventually be
published as a fourth book in the “Return of
the Phoenix” series.

Groking The Vortex
As I worked with this master key and
the ideas of ancient Egypt which have been
transmitted through hermetic channels, I
began to sense the outline of a series of
relationships and correlations for how the
dynamics of the earth work to create
earthquakes, volcanoes, tectonic plate
movements, and pole shifts (which is an
highly inaccurate way of describing a shift
in the location of the poles) or, more aptly
said, an avalanche of the crust.
Slowly I backed into an astounding
scientific discovery which is as significant to
the Earth Sciences as the formulation of
plate tectonics some 40 years. I found that it
is polar motion, the slowly drifting wobble
in the Earth’s spin, which creates and drives
the quaking and volcanism which attends
tectonic plate movements. Most amazing, I
discovered that even El Nino and Global
Warming Syndrome are directly tied to the
wobbling motions of the Earth’s crust.
And what drives the crust to wobble
and thus cause the location of the poles to
constantly move? As the ancients said, as
above so below. The cycles of the Sun and
the Moon drive the wobble in the Earth’s
crust, which was named “Chandler’s
Wobble” in the 19th century.
This makes geology much simpler than
most geologists and Earth scientists suspect.
Geological dynamics all come down to this
one thing, the motions of Chandler’s
Wobble.
The various rhythms and
variations in Chandler’s Wobble create the
major tectonic events and structures on the
Earth.
The mechanism is elegantly simple and
complete. The location of the spin axis of
the Earth’s crust (the North and South Poles)
is ceaselessly changing relative to the
surface of the Earth as the crust wobbles to
and fro in a spiraling motion around the
fixed orientation of the spin axis (the North
and South Poles). The spin axis wobbles not
at all, it is the crust of the Earth which does
the moving, constantly changing the focal
point of its daily rotation. This wobbling
motion creates the stresses and strains which
force the shape of the crust to constantly
“shape-shift” slightly like a quivering bowl
of Jell-O.
As the crust wobbles, the equatorial rim
and the polar zones shift their locations
slightly. Centrifugal force of the spin
flattens the polar zones and expands the
equatorial rim, thus forcing an actual slight
change in the curvature of the entire Earth
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each time the crust wobbles over the poles.
This shape-shifting directly produces the
fault cracks, earthquakes, volcanoes and
some of the impulse which drives the
tectonic plates to over-ride each other.
The shape-shifting also indirectly
causes El Nino and the Global Warming
Syndrome. As the curvature of the Earth
shifts, the great rifts (which circle the Earth
on the bottoms of the oceans) expand or
close up, increasing or decreasing the release
of heat into the bottoms of the oceans near
certain junctions.
In the case of El Nino, heat is valved
into the South Pacific from the ocean bottom
near Fiji/Vanuatu.
For several months
during the early part of 2001, large numbers
of large earthquakes deep in the crust in this
area of the South Pacific strongly suggest
that a major release of heat is underway
from major rifting in the ocean bottom. This
most likely augers a major El Nino year in
2002 if … the Phoenix does not fly in the
meantime..
These simple relationships I named
Vortex Tectonics in order to summarize the
essence of a new science of the Earth which
is based on this polar motion. This new
science will eventually come in vogue
during the next two decades.
The discovery and formulation of
vortex tectonics was one of the most
exciting
discoveries
and
personally
rewarding activities of my quest. It took me
far beyond verifying the work of others or of
synthesizing other’s people findings and
ideas. I got to do real science and make real
correlations to formulate new geological
principles about how the world works
materially.
My findings point to,
demonstrate, and lay the preliminary proofs
and basis of exploring a profoundly new
paradigm which will answer a lot of
questions. If you want to do original science,
even as an undergraduate student, in creating
a brand new paradigm 20 years ahead of
established theories, get crackin’ on the
vortex.
The proofs of these relationships are
offered in a variety of graphs and articles on
“Vortex Tectonics” which are online at
MichaelMandeville.com. Recently all of the
Vortex Tectonics articles and a large number
of graphs have been bundled into the first
CDROM for this fledgling new science.
(See “Vortex Tectonics: The New Science
of the Earth - CDROM No. 1 in the Cosmic
Catalog at the end of this Bulletin)
One might question at first the
relevance of Vortex Tectonics for the
Phoenix Quest. But the question disappears
with the insight that a sudden avalanche of
the crust is simply an extension of the
Earth’s current wobbling motions.

At some point the wobble will lose its
stable spiraling form and begin to move
erratically. The spin energies in the various
portions of the uneven mass of the crust will
contend with each other to push the crust in
new directions. If the mass of the crust was
perfectly symmetrical, nothing new would
happen. But the mass is not symmetrical
and many factors change the balance of the
location of mass more and more as time
goes by. But eventually the centrifugal force
in the Earth’s spin will force a radical
relocation of mass to rebalance the overall
spin of the Earth.
This will happen when the Earth shapeshifts enough to allow the crust to float over
the liquid mantle past the elliptical “pinch”
bounds which have been created by its
previous shape. The Earth’s crust will then
“fall” and pick up speed as it falls just like
any avalanche.
Since the Earth is slightly elliptical in
shape, the out-of-round shape of the inner
surface of the crust is pinched and thus
braked by the round shape of the liquid
mantle. To move or wobble beyond these
bounds, the imbalances of mass on the
surface, such as the ice on Antarctica and
Greenland have to build up enough to enable
the wobble to overcome the hydraulic force
of the mantle. When the crust begins to do
this it will most likely be accompanied by
huge earthquakes and volcanic eruptions
throughout, most especially, the equatorial
zones.
For the spinning “top” of the Earth,
uphill is the polar zone, downhill is the
equatorial zone, which is to where all excess
destabilizing weight (mass) must eventually
be flung. In the case of the Earth, the main
destabilizing excess mass consists of the
huge two to three mile thick polar ice caps
on Greenland and Antarctica. These must
fall towards the Equator.
This is the major engine of most long
term geological change. This simple engine
produces major shifts (20-30 degrees) in the
location of the poles every 10,000 to 50,000
years. During some periods prior to the last
shift, small shifts (of a degree or less) have
occurred as frequently as every 2500 years
or so.
There is no other comparable tectonic
engine. Only the vastly slower process of
erosion and the occasional rude interference
from asteroids which strike infrequently
have effects which are as large as those
produced by the avalanching of the crust..

Establishing The Trends
My discovery that the vortex of polar
motion in Chandler’s Wobble rules tectonic

activity on the Earth was entirely unsought.
I backed into the discovery through
simplistic efforts to establish whether
Cayce’s predictions about trends of
increasing tectonic activity in the Earth were
true or not. I downloaded huge earthquake
databases from the internet and drew up
graphs of earthquake activity.
Soon enough I found that some motions
in the great tectonic plates of the Earth had
increased by a factor of at least four times
since 1958. This simple fact easily verified
Cayce’s major prediction about an increase
in gradual earth changes beginning in 1958
which would continue up to the pole shift in
2000 or 2001. (See a following article on
“The Trends In The Earth”).
Being an over-achiever, I decided to
see if the same pattern of increase could be
found in volcanism. Somehow it seemed to
me that that would make the proof stronger
(or the case weaker, depending upon how it
turned out).
After constructing my own
database from printed catalogues of volcanic
activity, I could easily see in volcanic
activity the same trend of a four-fold
increase during the period of past 40 years.
As I looked at the wave patterns in the
trendlines of volcanism and earthquakes in
various parts of the world, I wondered if
anyone had determined if these ups and
downs correlated to other cycles. After a
tour of the internet, I was able to track down
the largely ignored work of Charles Whitten,
who was the chief geophysicist for the
USGS for many years He had discovered
that large earthquakes came bunched up at a
certain phase in the 6.5 year spiral cycle of
Chandler’s Wobble
It wasn’t long before I was creating
charts of earthquake and volcanic activity
superimposed over the wave forms of polar
motion as it wobbled through its 6.5 year
cycles up and down the Greenwich
Meridian. I soon discovered that the tempo
of volcanic activity is clearly reflective of
these 6.5 year waveforms of Chandler’s
Wobble. I was also rewarded by seeing
earthquakes sprout on the charts in spurts
which were orchestrated by the baton of the
constantly wandering location of the poles.
(See Charts 103, 105, & 106 in “Trends In
The Earth, an article which follows this
one.)
I wondered how El Nino and global
warming might relate and so I painted up a
graph of polar motion wobbling up and
down Greenwich Meridian in its 14 month
and 6.5 year cycles. I painted in the years of
El Nino over the graph and there, amazingly,
revealed in the chart was the clear and
simple proof that the timing of El Nino and
the spiral waveform of polar motion are very
closely linked. (See Chart 108 in “Trends
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In The Earth, an article which follows this
one.)
By tracking this timing relationship
through graphs of volcanic activity in certain
key areas of the South Pacific, the graphs
(especially Chart 106) show fairly clearly
that El Nino is directly connected to the rise
and fall of volcanism in the South Pacific
which of course are created as a response to
a 6.5 year spiraling cycle in the Earth’s
wobble (Chandler’s’).

Creating The Newsgroups
To tune people into my work and get
feedback, I formed a Phoenix Quest
newsgroup in 1997 at Egroups.com. It was
initially focused on the gathering of data and
perspectives about prophecy and Cayce for
the major themes in the trilogy of the
“Return of the Phoenix”, especially its
treatment of “The Prophecies”. But as the
vortex concepts developed and the
mechanics of the pole shift took form in
2000, the Phoenix Quest was split in two.
Since early in 2001, both internet email
groups have been reincarnated as
Yahoogroups. (see panel insert for web
addresses and how to subscribe at no cost).
The new group, is called the Earth
Changes Bulletin. Its primary purpose is to
provide a quick channel for alerting people
about anything connected to Earth Changes
which may be involved in some way with
the predicted avalanche of the crust. The
news link is highly moderated and the posts
are identified in the subject line in such a
way as to provide easy research on various
topics in the archive. Only three people at
this time can post to this group even though
its membership is now over 850 people from
around the world.
The Phoenix Quest has been retained
as an open discussion group among people
who are communicating about how to
cooperate for achieving personally a richer
spiritual environment regardless of what
happens and for maximizing survival of the
flight of Phoenix Five. The author uses this
group as a personal sounding board and so
do several other members. More and more
the group has begun to think about creating
havens for refuge from the storm.
These groups have drawn some of the
brightest minds of humanity in many diverse
fields, encompassing both high science and
deep spirituality. Many have made the
Quest their own and have provided astute
information and advice. They have helped
me to allow the Phoenix Quest to take on its
own life with the direct involvement of other
people. I look forward to this happening
more and more.

Building The Earth
Systems Monitor
Seeing how all of the tectonic activity
in the Earth is directly reflective of the
motions of the crust (which are driven by the
Sun and the Moon) I began in the middle of
2000 to create on online monitoring system
of the Earth-Moon-Sun system. By using
the eyes and brains of Phoenix Quest
subscribers, the Earth Systems Monitor has
evolved into a good inventory of real-time
and near real-time scientific sources of
information about nearly all aspects of the
Earth, Moon, and Sun. These resources are
organized and linked together on the Earth
Systems Monitor Homepage. (See panel
insert for the web address).
The latest earthquakes can be easily
scanned or studied in detail. Data on
volcanic activity is quickly surveyed to find
the latest status. Currently a live web cam
of El Popo’s activity is linked in, as well as
near-live SOHO webcam feeds of solar
flares, solar storm alerts, the Earth’s
magnetic fields, the current sunspot count,
and much more.
The Earth Systems Monitor is
organized with two major subsections. One
is the Polar Motion Monitor, on which the
spiral plot of the pole is shown and updated
monthly, along with the X and Y waveform
plots of polar motion, which are updated
daily. These plots provide the final warning
sentinels. When the flight begins, the traces
on these plots will immediately show the
aberration of motion which will lead to the
avalanche.
For personal or professional study of
the Earth’s wobble, Davis Chapman, a
software engineer who is a fellow traveler
on the Quest, has made an ultra-easy-to-use
software program (called Wobble Track)
with which anyone can call down the latest
data on polar motion from the world
database over the internet and view an up-todate look at the spiraling track of the
wobble. This software enabled me to spot
some dynamics of polar motion which I had
not fully caught. With this better view, I was
able finally to understand that the current
drift in the overall location of Chandler’s
Wobble is the cause of the four-fold increase
in tectonic motion since 1960.
At the beginning of 2001 I decided to
add the “Psychic Monitor” to the Earth
Systems Monitor to keep informed about
psychic impressions and predictions. I
hoped to pull together, in a visible,
organized way, as much consensus as
possible from those with otherworldly
sensitivities about the predicted avalanche of

the crust. I hoped that we might get a better
sense of timing. I wanted to see if others
could now see the looming event more
clearly than has been described by Cayce,
Montgomery, and others.
I especially
wanted to find out if any could do better
than I had in defining the probable line of
fall of the avalanche, its distance, its
duration, and its top rate of speed.
To capture predictions and impressions,
I designed a format for visualizing the
avalanche and a set of questions designed to
call up information which could be plugged
into the format. I also provided a special
Yahoogroups email archive at which people
could post their visions. This has not yet
“caught on”. After six months there are only
about 100 posts into the archive but perhaps
it is not supposed to get heavy in volume. I
have begun to appreciate fully that psychic
sensitivities are like a herd of goats. You can
pretty much rely on them to go in every
possible direction all at the same time.
A few of those who tuned in, such as
“Cosa Nostra Damus”, Pam Wiseman, and
Elaine Phipps-Earl sent information and
psychic impressions of the highest quality.
Those who did respond provided the main
material in this Bulletin for updating
Cayce’s millennial prophecies with much
more specific information about dates,
warnings, and omens for this year. Some of
this new information comes from as far back
as the writings of Nostradamus. (For a
presentation of the best of this new earth
prophecy material, see Articles 5 through
13).
Maintaining and expanding the Earth
Systems Monitor will continue to be one
part of my personal Quest. It is a million
dollar resource! From the data and
information which I can collect through it,
the materials and findings for reports and
bulletins such as this one are now easily
generated at light speeds.
Ten years ago it would have taken a
large budget to bring such information
together but even with a lot of money a good
portion of the data simply was not available
at the time. Now subtle changes in the
dynamics of the Earth can be detected within
a few hours and relayed in minutes to large
numbers of people all around the globe
through the email news links
For those without internet access,
weekly updates are made through the
Millennium Radio Network on the
“Mysteries of the Mind” evening show with
Alex Merklinger. Alex Merklinger is a
strong member of the Phoenix Quest family
and is dedicated to providing important
news about the Changes In The Earth to his
radio audience.
(See panel insert for
additional information).
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Elk Mountain Spiritual Center
Spirits Rising
Seeking An Haven

Havens Program

At this juncture (end of May 2001), the
intellectual and scientific aspects of my
Quest has run its course. Other than
tinkering with the Earth Systems Monitor,
watching, waiting, and warning people as
important information comes in, there is
very little new ground I wish to pursue about
issues on the mental plane.
My Quest turns now to the practical
aspects of physical survival and spiritual
affairs. This road seems to be heading in the
direction of creating a spiritually oriented
community
I have begun to assist the
reorganization and development of Elk
Mountain Spiritual Healing Center, which is
a nonprofit corporation in New Mexico.
The parties involved, lead especially by
Arthur and Denise Johnson (Arthur is also
widely known as Cornplanter) are primarily
focused to create a spiritual haven in New
Mexico which combines the deepest
therapies and techniques of “raising spirits”
while healing bodies and souls. A website
has been partially created for Elk Mountain
(see the panel insert for the URL).
At elevations between 6000 to 7500
feet along the continental divide, this area of
central and western New Mexico is often
rugged, secluded, deeply peaceful, remote,
dignified, and sometimes surprisingly lush
and fruitful.
I have come to a place in my life where
I would seek something like this regardless
of all else. As I have diligently sought
answers to the ancient mysteries and modern
marvels, I have opened the doors to an ever
expanding consciousness of the psychic
energies and the spiritual realm. I am now
virtually at the position in which Gopi
Krishna found himself a half century ago as
the Kundalini fires rise up each day and
sometimes
burn
with
indescribable
intensities.
The fires required him to
abandon his life while he learned how to
come into the proper balance of the energies.
The balancing and manifestation of
these energies would appear to be my next
appointment as my soul continues the
Phoenix Quest.

Several spiritual seekers are seeking to create a haven in North Central
New Mexico to survive the flight of Phoenix Five or retirement, which ever
comes first. We intend to find a way to accommodate as many as several
hundred persons. If you are interested, please call 817-496-4891 or send
mail to Cornplanter, 7300 Ederville Rd. #1611, Ft. Worth, TX 76112

General Environment
•

•
•
•

Large 500 acre ranch parcels nestled among tens of thousands of acres of
primitive, undeveloped cattle ranches mixed with National Forests straddling the
Continental Divide at an elevation of around 7200 feet between Sante Fe and
Farmington New Mexico.
Solar Insolation is very high most of the year yet the region receives ample rain
to support high Ponderosa Pine, Oak, Cedar, Juniper, Fir, Cottonwood, and many
other plants.
The aquifers have never been depleted and the water in them is sweet, pure, and
ample. The ground medium is mainly very ancient sandstone. Many properties
have natural gas wells.
The soil is a reddish sandy mud which makes excellent adobe and fires very well
into a fine grained pottery.

General Facilities
•
•

•

The region is remote, the nearest small town, Lindrith, is about ten miles away and
there is not much at the town which is open other than a gas station and a post
office and a couple of small frame churches.
La Querencia - The Noetics Ecotery Property: 500 acres, includes Continental
Divide outcroppings, trails, Anasazi ruins and artifacts, mature Ponderosa Pine
forest, some open meadow lands, the manager's house, and plenty of flat land
amidst the pines for tents, trailers, and RV's.
Gold Retreat Center: (adjacent one square mile) This retreat center provides the
ability to offer commercial services, such as a deluxe kitchen and a large
lecture/dining hall, a huge dome for meditation and musical experiments, a finely
appointed big yurt for lectures, a receptionist's office, a two story adobe house, 2
small "motel" rooms, four luxury resort type large bedroom cabins, 3 big group
cabins for summer camp groups, a Labyrinth built by Cornplanter many years ago,
and some of the most magnificent mountain serenity in North America.
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